Delivering a Unique Combination of Cloud-Based Technologies,
Integrated Financial Services, & Expert Back-Office Operations.
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GIFTINGNETWORK SOLUTIONS

TURNKEY DONOR
ADVISED FUND
Whether a mature community
foundation DAF program, or a
startup at a major university, our
platform is a complete turnkey
solution.
When combined with the features of
our Philanthropic Back Office (PBO),
Endowment & Foundation clients
have a feature set that is accessible
and comparable to those at
commercial DAFs.
The GiftingNet platform has a full
lifecycle workflow engine for donor
advised funds.

PHILANTHROPIC
BACK OFFICE
Real-time Financial Processing &
Reporting,
The Philanthropic Back Office (PBO)
incorporates a set of managed
bi-directional interfaces with
fund/trust accounting, general
ledgers, CRM, and other financial
systems.

ONLINE GRANT
ADMINISTRATION
The platform contains a sophisticated,
but easy-to-manage competitive grant
module, capable of handling single
stage or multistage applications, and
the ability to facilitate online reviews
from committees and staff.
This platform is a robust tool for any
grant-making foundation. Community
foundation clients can even attain new
revenue streams by re-offering the
competitive grant-making capabilities
of the platform to private foundations.
Using the same workflow engine, the
platform offers online scholarship
applications and reviews to any
organization offering scholarships. This
is another revenue source for
charitable intermediaries to facilitate
the online workflow.

GIFTINGNETWORK SOLUTIONS

DYNAMIC
DASHBOARDS
The GiftingNetwork platform
provides customized views of data,
tailored to the roles of participants,
presented in a logical/efficient
format, driven by an intuitive user
interface.
These dashboards can be accessed
with any web enabled device.

CHARITABLE
CATALOG
An illustrated catalog of funding
opportunities, organizations and
specific projects. The Catalog
empowers donors to discover
charitable causes and projects at their
preferred nonprofit organizations
which precisely satisfy their charitable
needs and interests.
The Charitable Catalog gives grant
seekers an online showcase for their
programs. Sponsor charities can
automate donor service and charitable
guidance by spotlighting priority needs
and projects for their donors, and by
establishing grant restrictions on
external distributions.
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MOBILE
APPLICATION
The GiftingNetwork platform uses a
responsive web design approach.
This enables users to access
content on any browser on any
device whether it’s a desktop,
laptop, tablet or mobile phone.
Content is optimized for the form
factor and feature set of the user’s
device.
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REQUEST A
REMOTE DEMO

89 HEADQUARTERS PLAZA, SUITE 1446,
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY, 07960
(973) 984-8200

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

EMAIL US
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